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Temperature has a strong inﬂuence on most individual biochemical reactions. Despite this, many organisms have the remarkable ability to keep
certain physiological ﬂuxes approximately constant over an extended temperature range. In this study, we show how temperature compensation can
be considered as a pathway phenomenon rather than the result of a singleenzyme property. Using metabolic control analysis, it is possible to identify
reaction networks that exhibit temperature compensation. Because most
activation enthalpies are positive, temperature compensation of a ﬂux can
occur when certain control coefﬁcients are negative. This can be achieved
in networks with branching reactions or if the ﬁrst irreversible reaction is
regulated by a feedback loop. Hierarchical control analysis shows that networks that are dynamic through regulated gene expression or signal transduction may offer additional possibilities to bring the apparent activation
enthalpies close to zero and lead to temperature compensation. A calorimetric experiment with yeast provides evidence that such a dynamic temperature adaptation can actually occur.
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Temperature is an environmental factor, which inﬂuences most of the chemical processes occurring in
living and nonliving systems. Van’t Hoff’s rule states
that reaction rates increase by a factor (the Q10) of
two or more when the temperature is increased by
10 C [1]. Despite this strong inﬂuence of temperature on individual reactions, many organisms are
able to keep some of their metabolic ﬂuxes at an
approximately constant level over an extended
temperature range. Examples are the oxygen consumption rates of ectoterms living in costal zones [2]
and of ﬁsh [3], the period lengths of all circadian
[4] and some ultradian [5,6] rhythms, photosynthesis
in cold-adapted plants [7,8], homeostasis during
fever [9], or the regulation of heat shock proteins
[10].
940

In 1957, Hastings and Sweeney suggested that in
biological clocks such temperature compensation may
occur as the result of opposing reactions within the
metabolic network [11]. Later kinetic analysis of the
problem [12] reached essentially the same conclusion,
and predictions of the theory have been tested by
experiments using Neurospora’s circadian clock [13]
and chemical oscillators [14,15].
In this study, we use metabolic and hierarchical control analysis [16–22] to show how certain steady-state
ﬂuxes in static reaction networks can be temperature
compensated according to a similar principle, and how
dynamic networks have an additional repertoire of
mechanisms. This study is mostly theoretical, but we
use the temperature adaptation of yeast cells and
of photosynthesis as illustrations. These and other
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systems (e.g. adaptation of gene expression) warrant
experimental studies in their own right, which we wish
to cover in subsequent work.

Results and Discussion
Global condition for temperature-compensated
flux
Here we derive the condition for temperature compensation for a global reaction kinetic network. We refer to
this condition as global, because the network is assumed
to contain all biochemical processes (at the genetic and
metabolic levels) that occur in the system. Consider a
set of N elementary single-step reactions describing a
global network. Each reaction i is assigned a rate constant ki [23] and a steady-state ﬂux (reaction rate) Ji with
associated activation enthalpy Eaki . Here, reversible reactions may be considered as two separate reactions; an
alternative is to look upon ki as a parameter that proportionally affects both the forward and the reverse
reaction of the step [23]. Rate constants and absolute
temperature are connected via the Arrhenius equation
k
Eai

ki ¼ Ai e RT , where activation enthalpies Eaki are considered to be independent of temperature. The Arrhenius
factor Ai subsumes any structural activation entropy.
Flux Jj (i.e. the ﬂux of elementary reaction ‘j’) becomes
temperature compensated within a temperature interval
around a reference temperature Tref (at which parameters and rate constants are deﬁned) if the following
balancing equation is satisﬁed (for derivation, see the
supplementary Doc. S1):

can use metabolic control coefﬁcients, denoted by capital C without the asterisk [19,21], which is a set
addressing the control by all the enzymes ⁄ steps at the
metabolic level and do not include transcriptional,
translational processes or signal-transduction events.
The effects of these at the metabolic level should be
made explicit in terms of changes in the amount or
covalent modiﬁcation state of the enzymes. Accordingly, the ‘balancing equation’ is given by (see supplementary Doc. S1 for derivation):
kcat

X Jj e
X Jj EKl
d ln Jj X Jj Eai
¼
þ
Ckcat
Ckcat RTm þ
RK l a ¼ 0
m
i
d ln T
RT
RT
m
i
l
ð1bÞ
The ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of Eqn (1b) describes the contribution of kicat (turnover number), where
kcat
J
@ ln J
Ckjcat ¼ @ ln kcatj is the metabolic control coefﬁcient and Eai
i
i
is the corresponding activation enthalpy of the turnover
number kicat . The second term is the contribution due to
the variation of the concentration of active enzyme m
(em) by altered gene expression, translation or signal
transduction. It contains the temperature-response coefﬁcient of the activity of that step ReTm B ddlnlneTm . If one is
not aware of the change in enzyme activity due to these
hierarchical mechanisms, one
may measure
an apparkicat
kcat
¼ Eai þ RT ReTi . With
ent activation enthalpy Ea;apparent
this Eqn (1b) reduces to:
kcat

i
X Jj EKl
d ln Jj X Jj Ea;apparent
¼
þ
Ckcat
RKl a ¼ 0
i
d ln T
RT
RT
i
l

ð1cÞ

Ci j is the global control coefﬁcient [19,21] of ﬂux
with respect to the rate constant ki deﬁned as
J
@ ln J
 Jj
Ci ¼ @ ln kji :  Ci j measures the change in ﬂux for a
fractional increase in ki, therein comprising the effects
of changes in gene expression or signal transduction
that may affect the concentration and activity of the
enzyme-catalyzing step. In general, the global control
P  Jj
coefﬁcients obey the summation theorem N
i¼1 Ci ¼ 1
[19,21]. Because the activation enthalpies ðEaki Þ are positive, temperature compensation is only possible if
some of the global control coefﬁcients are negative.

If an increase in temperature leads to a decrease in the
expression level of the enzyme-catalyzing step m, the temperature-response coefﬁcient of the enzyme becomes negative. The apparent activation enthalpy of that step in a
metabolic network may be zero or have negative values.
The ﬁnal term in Eqn (1b) describes the contribution
due to changes in the rapid equilibria or steady states
that the enzyme is engaged in with substrates, inhibitors and activators. For substrates Xl, Kl is the (apparent) Michaelis–Menten constant and Eakl is the
formation enthalpy DHl0 associated with Kl [1,24]. Eakl
tends to be positive, favoring dissociation at higher
J
@ ln J
temperatures [1,24]. RKj l ¼ @ ln kjl is the response coefﬁcient of the ﬂux with respect to an increase in the
Michaelis–Menten constant [25].

The condition for temperature compensation
using metabolic control coefficients

An example of temperature compensation via
and of an enzyme’s expression level

Sometimes a biochemical system is described only at
its metabolic level of organization. In this case, one

In the following example we illustrate the use of global
and metabolic control coefﬁcients to obtain tempera-

N
d ln Jj
1 X
 Jj k i
¼
C E ¼0
d ln T RT i¼1 i a


ð1aÞ

J
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activation and formation enthalpies are unaffected
whether the description occurs globally or at a metabolic level, an expression for the temperature variation
of the enzyme’s steady-state level can be found by
comparing the global and metabolic balancing equations (Eqns 1a, 1b)
kcat

kcat

5
Ea;apparent
 E a5
d ln ess
1
ðEk1 þ Eak3  Eak2  Eak4 Þ
¼
¼
RT a
RT
d ln T
ð3Þ

Fig. 1. Simple model of transcription (mRNA synthesis with rate
constant k1) and translation (protein synthesis with rate constant
k3) of an enzyme E, which catalyzes the conversion of S ﬁ P. All
reactions are considered to be first-order, except for reaction rate
k5cat ess ½S

J5 ¼ d½P
dt ¼ KM þ½S : The other constants are: k2, rate constant for
mRNA degradation; k4, rate constant of enzyme degradation. KM
and k5cat are the Michaelis–Menten constant and the turnover number, respectively.

ture compensation in enzyme activity and steady-state
level. Figure 1 shows a model of enzyme expression
(translation and transcription) in which the enzyme
catalyzes the reaction S ﬁ P. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that transcription, translation and the
degradation processes have pseudo ﬁrst-order kinetics
with respect to their substrates, i.e. we neglect saturation effects for the RNA polymerase catalyzing transcription, the RNase catalyzing the breakdown of
RNA, the ribosomes catalyzing the synthesis of E, and
the proteasomes ⁄ proteases catalyzing the degradation
of E. The steady-state ﬂux (J5) through step 5 for producing P is described by
J5 ¼

k5cat ess ½S k1 k3 k5cat
½S
¼

KM þ ½S
k2 k4 KM þ ½S

ð2Þ

where ess is the steady-state level of E, i.e. the level
attained after all processes in the system have relaxed,
including those of transcription and translation. The
global control coefﬁcients calculated from this equation
are  CkJ5cat ¼ 1 and  CkJ5i ¼ 1 for i ¼ 1, 3 and )1 for i ¼ 2,
5
4, whereas the (global) response coefﬁcient with respect
to the Michaelis–Menten constant amounts to
 J5
M
RKM ¼ @@lnlnKJ5M ¼ KMKþ½S
. Assuming an Arrhenius temperature dependence of rate constants ki and k5cat , J5 can be
temperature compensated due to the negative control
coefﬁcients of reactions 2 and 4. If the enthalpy of formation of the enzyme substrate complex is negative
(which is the more common case), such compensation
may also derive from the negative response coefﬁcient.
Likewise, when describing the system at the metabolic level we get CkJ5cat ¼ 1 and the (metabolic) response
5
ln J5
M
: Because d dT
and the
coefﬁcient RJK5M ¼ @@lnlnKJ5M ¼ KMKþ½S
942

showing that ess can become temperature compensated
when the sum of activation enthalpies in Eqn (3)
becomes zero.
Rules for temperature-compensated and
uncompensated flux in fixed networks
We now investigate the conditions for temperature compensation in simple reaction networks. The ﬂuxes (reaction rates) can be characterized as input, internal and
output ﬂuxes (Fig. 2A). Under what conditions can a
certain (output) ﬂux (say J¢) become temperature compensated? In order to keep such an analysis tractable,
the number of reaction intermediates is limited to four.
In addition, input ﬂuxes were limited to one with one or
several output ﬂuxes. An overview of the networks is
shown in Fig. 2B,C. It may be noted that these networks do not represent a complete set of all possible
networks containing four intermediates, but represent
examples for which temperature compensation of ﬂux
J¢ becomes possible or not. However, based on these
networks it is possible to derive some general rules (see
below). For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the
considered networks consist of ﬁrst-order reactions
(except when including feedback loops). In a metabolic
context, this would reﬂect the view that under physiological conditions the enzymes that catalyze each reaction
step are not saturated by their substrates [26]. Positive
feedforward or feedback loops from an intermediate
I to process i are described by replacing the original rate
constant ki with kik[I]n, where k is an activation constant and n is the cooperativity (Hill coefﬁcient). Negative feedback or feedforward loops from intermediate
I to process i are described by replacing ki with
ki ⁄ (KI + [I]m), where KI is an inhibitor constant and m
is the cooperativity. For each network the steady-state
output ﬂux J¢ (indicated by the dashed box in each
scheme) is examined in terms of whether temperature
compensation is possible. The tested networks (supplementary Doc. S1) were then divided into those where J¢
is unable to exhibit temperature compensation (Fig. 2B)
and those where J¢ can be compensated (Fig. 2C).
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A

C

B

Fig. 2. Network models. (A) General scheme depicting input, internal and output fluxes. (B) Reaction schemes in which the steady-state flux
J¢ cannot be temperature compensated. (C) Reaction schemes in which J¢ can be temperature compensated (see supplementary
Doc. S1).
 
 
ki @J 0
k 0 @J 0
0
For the sake
 of simplicity, global control coefficients (without an asterisk) are used and defined as Ci ¼ J 0 @ki , C ¼ J 0 @k 0 , and
J
@J
Ci j ¼ kJij @kji , where ki is the rate constant of reaction step i. Positive ⁄ negative signs indicate positive ⁄ negative feedforward or feedback
loops leading to activation or inhibtion of a particular process. For a description of the kinetics using activation constant k and inhibition constant KI in positive or negative
  feedforward ⁄ feedback loops, see main text. Control coefficients with respect to k and KI are defined as
 0
K1 @J 0
Ck ¼ Jk0 @J
@k and CKI ¼ J 0 @KI :

The following rules can be stated. Temperature compensation of an output ﬂux is not possible for: (i) any
(reversible or irreversible) chain or loop of (ﬁrst-order)
reactions or a branched network that has only one
output ﬂux and a product insensitive ﬁrst step

(Fig. 2B, schemes 1–3); (ii) networks with only one
output ﬂux having in addition positive and ⁄ or negative
feedback loops that are assigned to internal ﬂuxes or
to an output ﬂux, but not to the ﬁrst step (Fig. 2B,
schemes 4–7). In all schemes of Fig. 2B C1 ¼ 1,
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whereas all the other control coefﬁcients are zero.
Temperature compensation of an output ﬂux becomes
possible when: (i) the network has more than one output ﬂux (Fig. 2C, schemes 8–10), or (ii) the networks
have positive and ⁄ or negative feedback loops which
are assigned to at least one input ﬂux (Fig. 2C,
schemes 11, 12).
From static to dynamic temperature
compensation
In the derivation of Eqns (1a) and (1b) we assumed
that activation enthalpies are constants and independent of temperature. Although this assumption is
realistic for single-step elementary reactions, at the
metabolic level of description activation enthalpies of
enzyme-catalyzing steps may depend on temperature as
enzymes may be affected by temperature-dependent
processes such as phosphorylation, dephosphorylation
and conformational changes. Because of these different
levels of description we distinguish between static and
dynamic temperature compensation. By static temperature compensation we mean that all activation enthalpies are assumed to be temperature independent and
constant, and together fulﬁll the balancing equation
for a certain reference temperature. To illustrate static
and dynamic temperature compensation, as well as
uncompensated behavior, we use scheme 8 (Fig. 2C) as
an example. This scheme is one of the simplest models
that can show temperature compensation of output
ﬂux J¢. The control coefﬁcients can be easily calculated
(supplementary Doc. S1). We have taken a set of arbitrary rate constant values, and it may be noted that
the behavior shown is not speciﬁc for the chosen rate
constant values. Similar behavior can be obtained with
any set of rate constants. Independent of the chosen
rate constants, uncompensated behavior is obtained
when all activation enthalpies are chosen to be equal,
for example, Ea0 : In this case, using the summation
PN  J 0
theorem
i¼1 Ci ¼ 1, Eqn (1a) can be expressed as
0
0
E
d ln J
a
d ln T ¼ RT , showing that ﬂux J¢ is highly dependent on
temperature. Such uncompensated behavior is shown
in Fig. 3A (open squares) when all activation enthalpies in scheme 8 (Fig. 2C) are set to 67 kJÆmol)1.
In this case, J¢ shows an exponential increase with
temperature. In Fig. 3B the increase in J¢ is seen
when a 15 ﬁ 35 C temperature step is applied to
the uncompensated system. In static temperature
compensation the activation enthalpies have been
chosen such that Eqn (1a) is approximately fulﬁlled
at Tref (25 C) at which the rate constants have
been deﬁned and the control coefﬁcients have been
evaluated (open diamonds, Fig. 3A). The condition for
944

static temperature compensation of scheme 8 reads:
0
0
3
Eak1 þ C4J ðEak4  Eak3 Þ ﬃ 0 with C4J ¼ k3kþk
(supplementary
4
Doc. S1). Because the control coefﬁcients depend on
the rate constants and therefore on temperature, the
static compensated ﬂux J¢ will gradually change over
an extended temperature range, as shown in Fig. 3A.
In dynamic compensation, one (or several) of the
apparent (see above) or real activation enthalpies is
allowed to change as a function of temperature. Processes that may lead to this include post-translational
processing of proteins such as phosphorylation, dephosphorylation or conformational changes, and splice
variation. [27,28]. For example, when Eak1 increases
with temperature as shown in the inset to Fig. 3A J¢
becomes practically independent of temperature (solid
circles, Fig. 3A).
Incidentally, temperature compensation means that
a steady-state ﬂux (or the period length of an oscillatory ﬂux, as for example in circadian rhythms) is (virtually) the same at different but constant temperatures.
However, when a sudden change in temperature is
applied, either as a step or as a pulse, even in temperature-compensated systems transient kinetics are
observed, as illustrated in Fig. 3C. By applying a temperature step, J¢ undergoes an excursion and relaxes
back to its steady state. The time scale of relaxation
will be dependent on the rate constants, i.e. metabolic
relaxation typically occurs in the subminute range.
When gene expression adaptation is involved, relaxation may be much slower.
Figure 3D shows how in the static compensated case
of Fig. 3A the various ﬂuxes Ji depend on temperature. Although input ﬂux J1 increases exponentik
Ea1

ally with temperature ðJ1 ¼ k1 ¼ A1 e RT Þ, ﬂux J4 ¼ J¢
becomes compensated because J3 (which also increases
exponentially with temperature) removes just enough
ﬂux from J1 (i.e. J4 ¼ J1 ) J3) and thus ‘opposes’ or
‘balances’ J1’s contribution to J4. In a static regulated
network internal branching of the ﬂux leading to two
output ﬂuxes may enable temperature compensation.
There is experimental evidence for such a mechanism.
For example in ﬁsh, the administration of [14C]glucose
in the presence of citrate showed a dramatic increase
in the [14C]lipid ⁄ 14CO2 ratio as a function of temperature, whereas carbon ﬂow through the citric acid cycle
was characterized by a Q10 of < 1 between 22 and
38 C. This was attributed to an increased sensitivity
of acetyl-CoA carboxylase to citrate activation at
higher temperatures, resulting in elevated levels of fatty
acid biosynthesis and a much lower than otherwise
expected increase in carbon ﬂow through the citric acid
cycle [2,29].
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A

B

C

D

Fig. 3. Kinetics of compensated and uncompensated networks (8) (Fig. 2C). At 25 C the rate constants have the following (arbitrary) values
k1 ¼ 1.7 (time units))1, k2 ¼ 0.1 (time units))1, k3 ¼ 0.5 (time units))1, k4 ¼ 1.5 (time units))1, k5 ¼ 1.35 (time units))1, k6 ¼ 0.7 (time
units))1. Initial concentrations of A, B, C, and D (at t ¼ 0) are zero. The control coefficients (as defined in the legend of Fig. 2) at 25 C are
0
0
0
C1J ¼ 1:0, C3J ¼ 0:250, C4J ¼ 0:250. (A) Open squares show the exponential increase of J¢ as a function of temperature for the uncompensated network (all activation enthalpies being taken 67 kJÆmol)1; note: Eak2 , Eak5 and Eak6 do not matter, because the associated control
coefficients are zero). Open diamonds show the effect of static temperature compensation of J¢ when using Eak1 ¼ 26 kJ  mol1 ,
Eak3 ¼ 120 kJ  mol1 and Eak4 ¼ 22 kJ  mol1 . Solid circles show the effect of dynamic temperature compensation by keeping Eak3 and Eak4
constant but increasing Eak1 (described as E1dynamic ) with increasing temperatures as shown in the inset. For each temperature T E1dynamic
P 0
was estimated according to the equation E1dynamic ðT Þ ¼ Eak1  0:5 CiJ ðT ÞEaki , where the Ci(T) values were calculated at temperature T. (B)
i
Transient kinetics of the uncompensated network (Fig. 3A) when applying
a 15 ﬁ 35 C temperature step at t ¼ 300 time units. The inset
shows the details of the response kinetics. The difference in the J¢ steady-state levels at 15 and 35 C is clearly seen. (C) Transient kinetics
of the static temperature compensated network (Fig. 3A) when applying a 15 ﬁ 35 C temperature step at t ¼ 300. The inset shows transient kinetics when a 35 ﬁ 15 C temperature step is applied. (D) Fluxes J1 and J3 as a function of temperature in the static temperature
compensation of J¢ (Fig. 3A).

With an increasing number of output ﬂuxes more
output ﬂuxes can be temperature compensated simultaneously. In scheme 9 (Fig. 2C), it is easy to see that J6

can be compensated by J2, J7 by J3, J8 by J4 and J¢ by
J9. In the supplementary material a description is given
how activation enthalpies can be found in order to
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(statically) temperature compensate these output ﬂuxes
simultaneously.
Because at steady states internal ﬂuxes are related to
input and output ﬂuxes, the above principles of how
to temperature compensate one or several output
ﬂuxes can also be applied to internal ﬂuxes. In networks with branch points (e.g. scheme 8, Fig. 2C), at
least one of the downstream internal ﬂuxes after the
branch point can be temperature compensated,
whereas none of the upstream ﬂuxes can show temperature compensation unless there are more branch
points upstream. The same applies also to cyclic networks. Testing, for example, the irreversible clockwise
scheme 2 (Fig. 2B), ﬂuxes J2, J3, J4 and J5 can be temperature compensated, whereas J1 and J¢ cannot show
temperature compensation.
Dynamic temperature compensation ⁄ adaptation
in yeast
There is experimental evidence that dynamic temperature compensation occurs. As an example we show our
experimental results obtained for yeast, but similar
results have been reported for other organisms [30]. In
Fig. 4, yeast cells were acclimated at three different
temperatures (15, 22.5 and 30 C) and overall metabolic rate (measured as the heat released from the
cells) was determined as a function of temperature.
When cells that were adapted to 30 C were cooled
to 15 C, a 4.6-fold decrease in metabolic rate was
observed, suggesting the virtual absence of static temperature compensation. However, when the cells are
allowed to acclimate at 15 C, the decrease in ﬂux is
only 2.2-fold, indicating a substantial temperature
compensation. As indicated above, this decrease in
overall activation energy may be related to a variety of
processes, such as altered gene expression or post-transcriptional modiﬁcation of proteins ⁄ enzymes, but the
mechanisms behind such adaptation are not well
understood.
Temperature compensation in photosynthesis
Photosynthesis, the assimilation of CO2 by plants, is a
process that adapts to a plant’s environment. Plants
growing at low temperatures tend to have a relatively
low but often temperature-compensated photosynthetic
activity, whereas in plants living at high temperatures
photosynthesis is uncompensated with a typical bellshaped form. Figure 5A shows the photosynthetic rate
(in terms of CO2 uptake) for three plant species adapted to hot (Tidestromia oblongifolia), temperate (Spartina anglica) and cold (Sesleria albicans) thermal
946

A

B

Fig. 4. Experimental evidence for dynamic temperature compensation. (A) Temperature-dependent metabolic activity of S. cerevisiae.
The cells were acclimated at anaerobic conditions to 15, 22.5 and
30 C. The anaerobic metabolic activity of the cells was measured
as the overall generated differential power DP in mJÆmin)1 per mg
of wet cell biomass using differential scanning microcalorimetry
(0.5 CÆmin)1). The curves are the average of n ¼ 4 at 15 C,
n ¼ 16 at 22.5 C, and n ¼ 5 at 30 C. The large dots indicate
metabolic activities at the corresponding acclimation temperatures
with standard deviations. For temperatures > 40 C the produced
heat was lowered by cell death. (B) Arrhenius plots for the three
acclimation temperatures. Activation enthalpies were estimated by
linear regression between 4 C (0.0036ÆK)1) and 40 C (0.0032ÆK)1)
for acclimation at 15 and 22.5 C, and by linear regression between
10 C (0.0035ÆK)1) and 40 C (0.0032ÆK)1) for acclimation at 30 C.
Estimated activation enthalpies are: 44.8 kJÆmol)1 (acclimation at
15 C), 52.6 kJÆmol)1 (acclimation at 22.5 C), and 75.6 kJÆmol)1
(acclimation at 30 C).
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Fig. 5. Mimicking temperature compensation and temperature adaptation of photosynthesis in higher plants. (A) Photosynthetic flux of plant
species living in hot (S. albicans), temperate (S. anglica) and cold environments (T. oblongifolia). Redrawn from Baker et al. [7]. (B) Temperature response of a single branch point (flux J4 of scheme 8) with different activation enthalpy combinations. For the sake of simplicity, Ei
are activation enthalpies for reaction step i with rate constant ki. For details see supplementary Doc. S1. (1) E1 ¼ 190 kJÆmol)1, E3 ¼ 290
kJÆmol)1, E4 ¼ 20 kJÆmol)1; (2) E1 ¼ 70 kJÆmol)1, E3 ¼ 190 kJÆmol)1, E4 ¼ 20 kJÆmol)1; (3) E1 ¼ 20 kJÆmol)1, E3 ¼ 93 kJÆmol)1, E4 ¼ 23
kJÆmol)1. In addition, the value of k1 at 25 C has been reduced from 1.7 to 0.5 (time units))1. All other rate constants and Tref were as described in Fig. 3. (C) A minimal model of the Calvin Benson Cycle with reduction phase (fluxes J1, J2, J5), regeneration phase (fluxes J3, J6)
and carbon dioxide assimilation (flux J4CO2 ). (D) J4CO2 as a function of temperature for three-parameter set combinations (curves 1–3). Joint
rate constant values for all three curves (defined at Tref ¼ 25 C): k2 ¼ 0.1 (time units))1, k3 ¼ 0.5 (time units))1, k4CO2 ¼ 1:5 (time units))1
(concentration units))1 (concentration units))1, k5 ¼ 1.35 (time units))1, k6 ¼ 0.7 (time units))1. Ci values (at Tref ¼ 25 C): C1 ¼ 1, C2 ¼ 0,
C3 ¼ –C5 ¼ 0.895, C4 ¼ –C6 ¼ 0.390. k1 values and activation enthalpy combinations: (1) k1 ¼ 2.2 (concentration units) (time units))1 E1 ¼
92 kJÆmol)1, E3 ¼ 90 kJÆmol)1, E4 ¼ 40 kJÆmol)1, E5 ¼ 50 kJÆmol)1, E6 ¼ 220 kJÆmol)1; (2) k1 ¼ 1.4 (concentration units) (time units))1
E1 ¼ 62 kJÆmol)1, E3 ¼ 70 kJÆmol)1, E4 ¼ 40 kJÆmol)1, E5 ¼ 50 kJÆmol)1, E6 ¼ 220 kJÆmol)1; (3) k1 ¼ 0.5 (concentration units)Æ(time units))1
P6
1
E1 ¼ 30.5 kJÆmol)1, E3 ¼ 39 kJÆmol)1, E4 ¼ 40 kJÆmol)1, E5 ¼ 60 kJÆmol)1, E6 ¼ 70 kJÆmol)1 with
i¼1 Ci Ei ¼ 0:012 kJ  mol . Note,
CO 2
because C2 ¼ 0, k2 and activation enthalpy E2 do not influence the steady-state value of J4 and its temperature profile. Also note, because
C1 ¼ 1, J4CO2 values can be changed by changing k1, but without changing the form of the temperature profile for J4CO2 .

environments [7]. Typically, the hot-adapted plant
shows a relatively large variation in its photosynthetic
response with a maximum at a relative high tempera-

ture, while the cold-adapted plant shows only a small
variation in its photosynthetic response (temperature
compensation). We have analyzed these temperature
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responses in terms of a single branch point (because
this is the simplest system that can show temperature
compensation) and in terms of a ‘minimal Calvin Benson cycle’.
Considering ﬁrst the single branch point, analysis of
scheme 8 (Fig. 2C) showed that the extent by which J4
and J¢ become temperature compensated, mainly
depends on the activation enthalpy for the inﬂux J1
and the activation enthalpy of the outﬂux J3, which
‘competes with’ the compensated ﬂux J4 ¼ J¢ for intermediate B. To obtain an uncompensated bell-shaped
response (Fig. 5B, curve 1), activation enthalpies E3
and E4 need to be large. Reducing these activation
enthalpies eventually leads to temperature compensation (Fig. 5B, curves 2, 3).
A more realistic model is shown in Fig. 5C, when the
steady states of a simple representation of the Calvin
Benson cycle are considered. This includes the balance
between the input ﬂuxes of ATP, NADPH and CO2,
and the output ﬂuxes of ADP, NADP+, Pi and carbohydrates [37]. A steady-state analysis of this model is
given in the supplementary material showing that the
assimilation of CO2 ðJ4CO2 Þ can be temperature compensated, because of the balance of ﬂuxes J1, J3, J4 (positive
contributions) with ﬂuxes J5 and J6 (negative contributions). When the activation enthalpies of J1 and J3
dominate J4CO2 shows the bell-shaped response for
hot-adapted species (curve 1, Fig. 5D). Temperature
compensation can be achieved when the positive contributions balance the negative, i.e. when the activation
enthalpies of J1 and J3 are reduced (curve 3, Fig. 5D).

Conclusion
In this study we have derived a general relationship for
how temperature compensation of a biochemical
steady-state ﬂux can occur by means of the balancing
equations (Eqns 1a–c). Our focus was primarily how
dynamic temperature compensation can occur via systems biology mechanisms [31]. The analysis shows that
certain network topologies need to be met in order to
obtain negative control coefﬁcients. These negative control coefﬁcients oppose the overall positive contributions of the control coefﬁcients as indicated by the
P Jj
P  Jj
Ckcat ¼ 1 at the
summation theorem N
i¼1 Ci ¼ 1 (or
i
metabolic level). This can be achieved byi various means:
positive and negative feedforward and ⁄ or feedback
loops, signal transduction events (e.g. by phosphorylation, dephosphorylation) and by adaptation through
gene expression. As a special case of the derived principle, temperature compensation can occur for a single
enzyme (‘instantaneous temperature compensation’) [2]
when balancing occurs, for example, between the
948

enzyme’s Michaelis–Menten constant (KM, KD) and its
turnover number [32]. In this case, mechanisms that
include enzyme–substrate interactions, enzyme modulator interactions, metabolic branch points, or conformational changes [2,27,28] may be involved. Although
quantum mechanical tunneling is principally temperature independent, studies with methylamine dehydrogenase showed a strong temperature dependence of the
enzyme-catalyzed process in which thermal activation
or ‘breathing’ of the protein molecule is required to
facilitate the tunneling reaction [33].
A challenge in applying realistic models is the description of how apparent activation enthalpies change
with temperature and of the actual mechanisms
involved in these processes.

Experimental procedures
Determination of yeast metabolic activities
Wild-type yeast strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae SPY509
(from the European Saccharomyces cerevisiae Archive of
Functional Analysis; EUROSCARF, http://web.uni-frankfurt.
de/fb15/mikro/euroscarf/) with genotype MAT or a, his3D1,
leu2D0, lys2D0, ura3D0 were grown in 250 mL ﬂasks in
100 mL of complex YPD media (10 g yeast extract, 20 g
peptone, and 20 g glucose in 1000 mL of the media) under
constant nitrogen bubbling through the media and agitated
at 250 r.p.m. at various acclimation temperatures [34,35].
Yeast cultures were always kept at the early exponential
growth phase (D660 < 2) by diluting the culture with fresh
media at each temperature. Acclimation time was at least
10–14 days. A differential scanning calorimeter (VP-DSC,
MicroCal, Northampton, MA, USA) was used to measure
heat production by living yeast. Yeast cells were washed in a
100 mm glucose solution (pH 5.5) at the relevant acclimation
temperature under nitrogen bubbling to remove the YPD
media, which has a high speciﬁc heat capacity, resuspended
in 100 mm glucose solution to 10 g wet cell biomass per liter,
and incubated at the acclimation temperature under a
nitrogen atmosphere for 1 h before the measurements.
Before the measurements, all solutions were degassed,
including the suspension of living cells. Glucose solution
(100 mm) was used as the reference for the differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) measurements. The heat production
was determined between 4 and 60 C using a scanning rate
of 0.5 CÆmin)1. Two independent sets of cells were scanned
starting from the acclimation temperature either down to
4 C or up to 60 C. The heat production has been
expressed in units of differential power (DP) per mg of wet
cell biomass (mJÆmin)1Æmg)1). After each measurement, the
yeast suspension was replaced with a freshly prepared one.
About 80% of the metabolic activity of the yeast cells was
estimated to correspond to anaerobic glycolysis.
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Model calculations
Numerical calculations were performed using the fortran
subroutine lsode (Livermore Solver of Ordinary Differential Equations) [36]. Some analytical solutions of steadystate ﬂuxes were obtained with the help of matlab (http://
www.mathworks.com).

Abbreviations and symbols
Ci, used in the supplementary material for


J

Ci j , global control coefﬁcient deﬁned as

 0
@J
¼ kJ 0i @k
:
 i
@J
¼ kJji @kji .

@ ln J 0
@ ln ki

@ ln Jj
@ ln ki

J

@ ln Jj
@ ln kcat
i

Ckjcat , metabolic control coefﬁcient deﬁned as

i
kcat
@Jj
i
Jj
@kcat :

¼

i

ei, concentration of enzyme which catalyzes process i.
ess, steady-state concentration of enzyme E in Fig. 1; see
also Eqn (3).
Ei, abbreviation used in the supplementary material for Eaki :
Eaki , activation enthalpy of elementary component process
with rate constant ki. Eaki and ki are related by the Arrhenk
Eai

ius equation ki ¼ Ai e RT .
kcat
of
Eai , activation enthalpy of turnover number kcat
i
enzyme-catalyzed process i.
EaKi , the formation enthalpy DHi0 of the rapid equilibrium
between the enzyme and substrate in enzyme-catalyzed process i. The temperature dependence of Ki (or other equilibrium constants such as KM, KI) is analogous to the
DS0
i

DH 0
i

Arrhenius equation, i.e. Ki ¼ e R e RT :
Jj, ﬂux (reaction rate) of elementary component process j,
or ﬂux of enzyme catalyzed process j.
k, activation constant used in positive feedforward ⁄ feedback loop.
ki, rate constant of elementary component process i.
kcat
i , turnover number of enzyme-catalyzed process i.
Ki, rapid equilibrium (dissociation) constant between
enzyme and substrate in enzyme catalyzed process i.
KI, inhibition constant used in negative feedforward ⁄
feedback loop. For its temperature dependence, see also
above description of EaKi and description of scheme 11 in
the supplementary material.
KM, Michaelis–Menten constant (Fig. 1).
m, used as an index for enzyme-catalyzed processes or to
describe the cooperativity (Hill coefﬁcient) in negative feedforward ⁄ feedback loops acting from intermediate I on reaction i by replacing ki with ki ⁄ (KI + [I]m).
n, cooperativity (Hill coefﬁcient) in positive feedforward ⁄ feedback loops acting from intermediate I on reaction
i by replacing ki with kik[I]n.
R, gas constant.
ReTm , metabolic response coefﬁcient deﬁned as ddlnlneTm :
J

d ln Jj
d ln Ki
d ln Jj
d ln Ki :

RKj i , metabolic response coefﬁcient deﬁned as
 Jj
RK i ,

global response coefﬁcient deﬁned as

:

T, temperature.
Tref, reference temperature at which rate constants and
parameters are deﬁned.
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Supplementary material
The following supplementary material is available
online:
Doc. S1. Derivation of Eqns 1a and 1b; analysis of
reaction schemes in Fig. 2B,C, and analysis of the Calvin Benson cycle of Fig. 5C.
This material is available as part of the online article
from http://www.blackwell-synergy.com
Please note: Blackwell Publishing is not responsible
for the content or functionality of any supplementary
materials supplied by the authors. Any queries (other
than missing material) should be directed to the corresponding author for the article.
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